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A

Wingamm have been proudly building quality RV’s in Italy for 44 years. Are they built to strict
Australian Standards?
YES, The complete Gas System is fitted in Australia and the Electrical Components are to Australian
Standards.

Q
A

Are gas bottles supplied?
Yes 2 X 4kg Standard and filled

Q
A

Are hoses and Electrical lead included as standard?
Yes.

Q
A

Is there a hot water system
Yes a top of the range Truma Gas & Electric hot water system and ducted ‘heating’ in both models.

Q
A

Do both models have full ensuites
Yes both have full rear ensuites

Q
A

Is a roll out awning supplied standard
Yes both models have Fiamma rollout awnings

Q
A

Are fly screens & solar block out blinds fitted
Yes on both models and screen on the main door.

Q
A

Do both models come with a microwave?
A microwave is standard in the Long Weekender only

Q
A

Do they come with a spare wheel?
A spare wheel is fitted on the rear of both models

Q
A

What is the bed format in the Long Weekender?
A fixed double bed and a U shaped dinette forms another double bed

Q
A

Can solar power be fitted to the caravan?
Yes. We suggest a 200 watt portable pack which is enough power for most situations.

Q
A

Is an Anderson plug standard on the caravans?
Yes. We fit Anderson plugs for charging your caravan’s battery whilst driving, as standard. We
recommend that you use an Anderson plug as the power feed to the plug for battery charging often
exceeds the capability of the standard 12 pin plug.

Q
A

Is a grey water tank included in your caravans?
Yes, 70 liters. We fit grey water (waste water not from toilet) tanks as standard. Many caravans don’t
have these as standard like Motorhomes. Grey water is not just dirty, it contains oils, chemicals,
detergents and food scraps that lead to nasty toxic waste hazard wherever you leave it. Responsible
caravan owners would always have a grey water tank.

Q
A

What is the size of the fresh water tank?
70 liters, which is enough for most couples before refilling.
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Q
A

Do your caravans have air conditioning?
Yes, all our models come with air conditioning as standard.

Q
A

Is the floor insulated?
Yes. Along with the fiberglass body its built in. Essential for keeping the cold out and the heat in
making for more stable comfortable temperatures.

Q
A

Is the insulation in the one-piece fiberglass body any good
Yes. We use the latest polyurethane foam for the best insulation possible for weight and size.

Q
A

Can I tow the caravan with my car?
Our Weekender is 1300kg and the Long Weekender is 1500kg making both of them towable by the
vast majority of standard family cars, but check your cars specs to make sure.

Q
A

Is the fiberglass body easy to maintain?
Yes. Our one piece fiberglass monocoque body shells are easy to clean and maintain. Unlike old style
caravans there’s no seams to leak, wood to rot or metal to rust. Insulation is built in between the inner
and outer layers leaving no weak spots.

Q
A

Is fiberglass stronger than normal aluminium construction?
Yes. Our modern monocoque body shells outperform all conventional designs for strength, weight,
durability and aerodynamic performance and insulation qualities.

Q
A

Will the fiberglass deteriorate in the sun?
No. Modern fibreglass construction techniques are designed to stand up to the elements far greater
than conventional old school designs.

Q
A

Do I need sway bars when towing my caravan?
No. All our caravans are designed to have good weight balance to negate sway or sag on tour roads at
higher speeds. Little Gem Caravans are fitted with the latest ALKO Chassis and “Anti Sway Tow Hitch”.
Absolutely brilliant when towing. ( ALKO are worldwide inc Australia).

Q
A

Do I need electric brakes on my car?
No. Electric brakes are not necessary with our caravans. They are built into the caravan.

Q
A

Is the fridge three way or a 240/12v
We use two-way compressor refrigerators. (12 volt / 240 volt). They are more efficient than 3 way in
hot climates and can work from the 12v battery or mains power at a site.

